Analysis on Users' Emotions Through Comments on Weibo Based on Integrated Crisis Model
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ABSTRACT
China and the Indian military force got an encounter on Galwan Valley border in mid-June 2020. Global Times, as a traditional press media platform but has finished online transformation successfully, posted an editorial through its Weibo account, "India retreats from deals with China: Global Times editorial" [1]. Weibo users were then activated on to the discussion to this event and left comments to this Weibo post to share their feelings and opinions. These comments, after being examined, were found deeply involved with emotions expressed via Weibo. It would be worthy to analyse this phenomenon as a glance of the agenda about emotions on social media. The paper focused on the emotional layer of comments to this post by social media users and tried to analyse what types of emotions may be expressed online by them in a crisis. Whether the social media exert an influence on users' emotions? The author took content analysis and qualitative research method as the way for conducting this study. Besides, the integrated crisis model and its revised version were used as the basis of sample processing [2] [3]. Each comment to the editorial on Weibo was collected, examined, and categorized based on what emotion is expressed. It can be concluded that Weibo users expressed anxiety, anger, happiness, fear and sadness during this crisis, and the editorial increased their emotional intensity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The encounter between China and India border guarding military force has aroused attention within both countries and global range. Two sides of the army were involved in a fight against each other. The crisis, which happened in mid-June 2020 on the Galwan Valley border between Chinese and Indian territory, caused a dispute in both official authority channels and bilateral-civil debates online, social media in which provide these debates a possible platform. Since social media such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram are expelled from accessibility in China mainland, Weibo has grown to take the space those platforms absent from, and developed its equivalences in the Chinese market. Weibo, launched by Sina Corporation, has already become a social media platform with nationwide popularity among users [4]. Having more than 511 million monthly active accounts, this sizable user group can be sourced where researchers attain comprehensive understanding from [5].

Global Times is one of the top Chinese newspapers which has completed its success of making online voice via Weibo. On June 22, 2020, a Global Times Editorial, "India retreats from deals with China", was posted on Weibo via the Global Times account. As a reaction to the Sino-Indian border clash event, the editorial activated immediate feedbacks from Weibo users. The editorial accused the Indian government of giving their troops "complete freedom of action", which may cause Indian commanders not to be restricted in using firearms anymore. The editorial describes Modi's administration as "extremely irresponsible", and warns India that PLA would teach them a "good lesson" if the Indian fire the first shot. Despite the editorial takes a position that China is violated, assertive words haven't been avoided to show China's increasing power. For instance, "China's GDP is five times that of India", "most of China's advanced weapons are manufactured domestically" while "all of India's advanced weapons are imported", and
"whoever fires the first shot will be wiped out by the PLA" [1].

There are research achievements within the area of how social media influence users' emotions. However, during the crisis, some common emotional layers expressed in comments through social media and how media content affects them still need to be further explored and explained. This paper tries to analyse comments of "India retreats from deals with China: Global Times editorial", @Global Times's Weibo post, to start this discussion. The author conducted the integrated crisis model and its revised version to analyse and categorize the emotions. As this model specifically focused on explaining emotions of anxiety, anger, fright, and sadness, during an organizational crisis, these emotions were likely to be experienced by the public in a crisis.

2. THEORY FRAMEWORK & LITERATURE REVIEW

Previous studies have proved that public interaction and interpersonal communication on social media are encouraged by the sharing of emotion [6] [7]. As a medium platform, social media provides users online chambers for discussions, and each of these chambers is set for a certain topic. Emotion could get interacted based on the materials posted by all the users toward a certain topic or event. As Xiong and Lv proposed, the users’ emotion intensity follows the decrease of objectivity [8]. Comparing the content with more facts and the content with more attitude and opinions, the latter one is likely to arouse a more intense emotional reaction. Furthermore, emotions have also been argued as the "next frontier" in crisis research, by which strategy may be taken to be proactive in a crisis [9]. The integrated crisis mapping (ICM) model was introduced into the emotion research by Jin, Pang, and Cameron during a crisis [2]. The model aims to explain the possible emotional changes among people who participate and share common interests. Consisting of the public’s cognitive and conative effort to manage a certain demand, the x-axis is set as the public’s coping strategy, while the y-axis shows the level of organizational engagement. Taking one country as an entity, the event of a conflict between two countries applicable the character of organizational crisis. Using the ICM model to frame this content analysis is reasonable and practical. As can be seen from "Figure 1", each of the four quadrants maps some types of crises with emotions predicted likely to be through by the public in this event learned from a social media channel.

![Figure 1 Integrated crisis mapping (ICM) model](image)

The definitions of emotions in the ICM model are a key point to be explained by the appraisal model of emotion. Arguably, anger, fright, anxiety, and sadness are emotions to be usually experienced by the
public while a crisis is on-going. Lazarus defined anger as a "demanding offense against 'me' and 'mine'". fright as facing "uncertain and existential threat", anxiety as facing "an immediate, concrete, and overwhelming danger", and sadness as "having experienced and irrevocable loss" [10].

Figure 2 Revised integrated crisis mapping (ICM) model [3].

The ICM model was once revised based on a discovery that anxiety is appearing as an underlying emotion within multiple crisis situations. Anxiety is likely to coexist with other emotions [3]. Additionally, as shown in "Figure 2", in the revised ICM model, the anger, sadness, and fright are still fit the set in the previous ICM mode, but with readjustment in each quadrant.

This research expects to exam the emotions of the public as the audience of Global Times' Weibo post. It focused on the research question of what types of emotions were found in social media comments in the Global Times' Weibo post, "India retreats from deals with China: Global Times editorial". The ICM and the revised ICM model were used to give the researcher a frame for coding and categorizing each comment according to the emotion introduced in both of these models.

3. METHOD

The method conducted in this research has been proved to be efficient by Yeos, Pang, and Cheong. Moreover, content analysis is used in this study to examine comments posted by the public after reading "India retreats from deals with China: Global Times editorial" @Global Times's Weibo post. Since Weibo's nationwide popularity as a social media platform, the information is representative for further analysis and explanation [11].

Taking each comment as the basic sampling unit, there are 517 effective raw comments in total that were collected manually and achieved through Microsoft Excel. The standard of "effective" meant the comments have not been vanished by the poster and its information can be recognized by readability. All the comments before September 8th, 2020 were collected since there are hardly any discussions within the post thereafter.

The analysis aimed to try to give a result to the question of emotions launched by social media. As the ICM model gives four fundamental emotions the public likely to be experienced in the crisis, the comments were examined and categorized by the criteria of phrases and punctuation commonly used by Chinese speakers by anger, fright, anxiety, and sadness. For instance, keywords were used as the clues and basis for categorizing and giving further consideration to the context express, such as (a) anxiety: "what? Why?" "What should we do?" (b) sadness: "bad" "what a pity", (c) fright: "is it all right?" "no!", (d): anger "beat them!" "Let them know the consequences!". Based on the ICM model and coding strategies, the result of categorizing 517 comments was evaluated and analysed to see whether this model is capable of explaining the emotions influenced by crisis reported on social media.
4. RESULT

To answer the research question, the result of the comments categorizing based on emotions are as follows. Taking 271 of the 517 comments, the statistic result indicated that anxiety (52%) was the emotion which the public experienced the most. As the assumption this research made in advance, anxiety was followed by 142 comments of anger (27%), 18 comments of fright (4%), then 11 comments of sadness (2%). Besides, another emotion category, which has not been considered in assumption, was concluded later based on the process of coding, that is happiness. It shared the rest of the percentage with the comments that just describe fact by 40 comments of happiness (8%) and 35 comments which just show facts (7%) (“Figure 3”).

![Figure 3 Breakdown of absolute numbers and percentages of the emotions expressed in all comments.](image)

Weibo users expressed their anxiety by comments such as the following:

"Pay attention to safety, our soldiers."
"May China Peace, World Peace."
"Bros, India has nuclear weapons."

Anger was expressed by comments as follows:

"Who opens the first shot to the People's Liberation Army, who will be eliminated!"
"Speaking with rogue? Brain is a good thing!"
"Finish them!"

Happiness was the third-ranking emotions that expressed by the comments, contained messages like as follows:

"You make me confused, Hahaha."
"If the war start, directly attacked to New Delhi, Hahaha"

Fright was expressed such as the follows:

"It is difficult to deal with nuclear weapons."

Finally, Sadness is the least expressed emotion for the comments to the editorial, included the message such as the following:

"There is no way we are forced."

5. DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Emotions Displayed by the Public During the Crisis on Social Media

The revised ICM model suggests that anxiety plays a dominating role in the feedbacks from the Weibo users to this editorial [3]. Yeo et al. discovered that anger and sadness exist with anxiety simultaneously, while the basic emotion expressed on social media during a crisis is anxiety, followed by anger, fright, happiness, and sadness [11].

This study took a crisis on the country-level, the dominant emotion, anxiety, was followed by anger, happiness, fright, and sadness in descending order. There are similarities between the result in this paper
and what found by Yeo et al. [11]. However, different from what they found, happiness was one place ahead in this case. Anxiety still played a dominant default role as the major emotion in this case, such as telling "our soldiers" to "pay attention to safety" or the hope of "China peace, world peace". As Weibo is a social media platform based on China market, its users include both Chinese citizens and those who share an interest with China. The editorial described the threat from India to China, which led users to feel the risk of their interest attached with the Chinese national security issue and sovereignty. Anger is the second most experienced emotion by the users who made comments to the editorial. For instance, "who opens the first shot to People's Liberation Army, who will be eliminated" and "finish them", represents the reaction of fighting back by the users when they felt the country they belonged to was offended. Though Happiness was not considered by the ICM model, both this research and Yeo et al.'s research proved happiness is also the emotion that is likely to be experienced by the users in a crisis [11]. To be specific to this case, the reason of public felt happiness may relate to their expectation of Chinese increasing national power. By comparing India with China imaginatively, users may have established an optimistic expectation that China is much better than India, some tendency of teasing may also be contained. For instance, a user believes "if the war start", the Chinese military force could "directly attacked New Delhi". Through this kind of expectation, the ranking of happiness has been improved in this situation. Some users will feel worried because of the fighting in this crisis. Because they believe that India has military power, which may pose a threat to their country. In addition, the user who commented with sadness may be influenced by the concern of being involved in a war as a citizen of China and their helplessness. They posted comments like "there is no way we are forced".

5.2 The Influence Put on Users' Emotion by Different Content on Social Media

Xiong and Lv showed that the users' emotions will be influenced by the content through social media. Content with more objectivity would likely be reacted by less intense emotion, while content talk less about objectivity would be followed by much more intense emotion feedback from the audience [8].

In this research, the editorial mainly described opinions and positions from the Chinese point of view instead of fact. Hence, why comments by users were with such various and intense emotions including anxiety, anger, happiness, fright, and sadness was easy to be understood and explained. The editorial posted by @Global Times Weibo contained fewer words expressing objectivity, but much more words about opinions, attitudes, and assumptions, such as "warn India's feverish nationalists", "India needs to be held responsible for the possible consequences" [1]. Comments with strong emotions from Weibo users appeared correspondingly with these non-objective messages. It is difficult for getting these words out of the responsibility of arousing certain emotions.

6. CONCLUSION

This research analysed comments posted by Weibo users to @Global Times's post: "India retreats from deals with China: Global Times editorial". From the angle of emotion, all 517 comments have been evaluated. Besides the assumption, happiness also appeared as an important type of emotion during the crisis. The emotions were ordered in descending order as anxiety, anger, happiness, fright, and sadness. These were the emotions to be experienced in this case. The editorial encouragingly influenced user's emotions by giving non-objective content [8]. Social media users' emotion intensity was enhanced.

There were limitations in this study, only comments on Weibo were analysed. To fully understand the various voices and images that are communicated and spread online, future research may wish to further examine other social media platforms, such as Facebook, Instagram, WeChat, Tiktok, and so on. Nonetheless, this research is a good starting point for considering Weibo as a thriving social media platform in China.

Besides, the research can still be extended and may achieve further achievements. For instance, the discussion about the background of the China and Indian conflict may be more complete with support from the political science area. The research question would be answered from another angle, and the emotions can be evaluated with a certain phenomenon, such as online nationalism.
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